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ABSTRACT
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) consists of
mobile nodes that communicate with each other
without any infrastructure. MANET has various
applications including military operations, rescue
operations, and many other situations that require
rapidly deployable communication networks. In
order to evaluate the performance of such net-
works accurately through simulations, we need
to use realistic conditions when simulating. User
mobility pattern is an important factor that af-
fects theperformance ofthe network significantly.
Recently, a number ofmobility models have been
proposed in order toproduce realistic node mobil-
ity patterns. Mobility models differ considerably
depending on the applications for which they
are designed. In this paper, we present a unified
mobility model framework. The framework can
generate most of widely used mobility models
with a short script. We show this by applying
the framework to generate most of the existing
mobility models. This framework expedites the
performance evaluation process ofMANETs since
users do not need to write code from scratch to
generate the application-specific movingpatterns
for the nodes.
INTRODUCTION
IEEE 802.11 [1] based Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLANs) have been deployed widely
during last few years. Combined with the emerg-
ing internet technology, WLANs allow us ubiq-
uitous access needed information. Wireless net-
works have several significant advantages over
traditional wired networks. One type of wire-
less network, namely Mobile Ad Hoc Network
(MANET), is becoming popular since MANETs
can be used even when no infrastructure is avail-
able and the users are mobile. While traditional
two-way radio, also known as walkie-talkie, pro-
vides a single voice communication over a fre-
quency band within an area, a MANET can carry
data communication as well as voice communi-
cation with digitized audio in a secure manner.
Multiple radios can communicate simultaneously
with each other even when all the radios use the
same frequency band. Since a MANET is a packet
switched network, it also allows a user communi-
cate with a designated peer or a group of users
on the same frequency channel. MANETs have
applications in military situation and search/rescue
operations. MANET can be used in many other
situations.
When we develop a new device or a new
protocol for wireless networks, performance eval-
uation through simulations is a critical phase. It
is difficult to develop an analytical model for
MANET to estimate the performance precisely
since there are many factors that impactthe perfor-
mance. The correlations ofthose factors are often
unknown or too complicated to model. Building
new devices and/or implementing new protocols
and testing them without simulating is expensive
in time and budget. During simulations with var-
ious parameters, we may find potential problems
and may evaluate the usefulness of the proposed
new technologies. Currently, several simulators,
including ns-2 [2], GloMoSim [3], and OPNET
[4], are widely used to simulate MANETs.
Mobility of mobile users is an important pa-
rameter that affects the performance ofMANETs.
User mobility patterns determine the distance be-
tween communication pairs, degree of connectiv-
ity of each node, the number of hidden nodes,
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performance ofthe network significantly. Mobility
patterns differ from one network to another based
on the end application. Simple mobility models,
such as Random Waypoint Model [5], were used
in the past. More mobility models have been
proposed in order to generate a variety ofmobility
patterns. Also, more mobility models are expected
to be introduced in the future. When we test a
mobile network, we may need to apply various
mobility models and compare the performance
and other characteristics of the network using
the mobility models. However, preparing mobility
patterns for multiple mobility models is time and
energy consuming task. In this paper, we pro-
pose a unified framework to generate mobility
patterns. Our framework is a simple simulator
which generates the direction and the speed ofthe
nodes at random/deterministic interval throughout
the simulation and produces tracking log ofthem.
A mobility model defines the rule to choose the
direction and the speed. The format ofthe tracking
log will be compatible with the simulator's input
mobility pattern format so that the tracking log
can be used as the input for the simulations.
The framework is developed over MIT Object
Task Command Language (OTcl) [6] and Tcl with
Classes (TclCL) [7] such as the network simulator
ns-2 [2]. The major components ofthe framework
have been implemented in C++ and Otcl classes.
The only thing to be done by an operator, wanting
to generate mobility patterns for a model, is to
write several lines of OTcl script. We present
the structure of the framework and the way of
implementing a mobility model in the framework.
MAJOR MOBILITY MODELS
Before we address the framework, we give a
brief description of major mobility models. For
the detailed characteristics and limitations ofeach
model, the reader is referred to [8].
Random Waypoint Mobility Model
In the Random Waypoint Mobility Model, a
node chooses a destination point randomly in the
simulation field and moves toward the destination
directly at a speed randomly (and uniformly)
chosen in the interval [mrninS, rnaxS]. On reaching
the destination, the node pauses at the position for
a random amount oftime, and repeats these steps
until the simulation finishes.
Random Walk Mobility Model
In Random Walk Mobility Model [8], a node
chooses its direction and speed randomly. Two
modes are possible with this model. In the first
mode, a node moves predefined distance before it
chooses next direction and speed. In the second
mode, a node moves for predefined amount of
time.
Random Direction Mobility Model
With random waypoint model and its variants,
node density is much higher at the center of the
simulation field than at the other areas [9]. A
possible somutionto this problem is to letthe node
move till it reaches the border (of the simulation
field). On reaching the border, the node pauses
for a specified amount of time and continues the
process. This is known as the Random Direction
Mobility Model [9].
Gauss-Markov Mobility Model
In the above-mentioned models, a node changes
the direction and the speed abruptly. In the real
world, this is unlikely to happen. The Gauss-
Markov Mobility Model [10] assumes that the
velocity of a node is correlated over time thus
yielding a model where a node changes the di-
rection and the speed in a smooth way. In a 2-
dimensional plain, direction and the speed of a
node at time t can be represented with a velocity
vector Vt = [v< i]T, which is recalculated at a
given interval. The velocity at t can be computed
by:
x
= av1 4+ (1-))v + --(1- a2)W_
VY = avy 1 + (1-a)vY + ( a2) 1
(1)
where a (in the range [0, 1]) is the smoothing
factor, vx and vY are asymptotic means of the
velocity, and wx1 and wty_ are Gaussian random
variables with zero mean and variance of ax and
&Y respectively.
City Section Mobility Model
In the City Section Mobility Model [11], nodes
can move only along the roads and the streets in
a city.
Reference Point Group Mobility Model
In all of the models reviewed so far, a node
independently selects direction and speed (inde-
pendent of the whereabouts of the other nodes).
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diers in a squad or members ofa rescue operation,
may form a group and move together. Several
group mobility models have been proposed in or-
der to depict various situations. Many other group
mobility models can be implemented as a vari-
ant of Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM)
Model [12]. In RPGM, each group has a logical
center. The logical center of a group is used to
calculate the movement of the group. Each node
in the group has a reference point whose relative
location to the group logical center is predefined.
RP(t) represents the location of the reference
point at time t. RP(t+ 1) can be calculated based
on moving vector, GM, of group logical center.
Once RP(t + 1) is calculated, a node combines
RP(t + 1) with a random motion vector, RM, of
the node to calculate the target ofthe node at time
t + 1.
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Fig. 1. Reference Point Group Mobility Model
provides links between OTcl objects and C++
objects. The framework is a simple event-driven
simulator as well as an OTcl interpreter. Input
script to the framework consists of several parts:
First part of the script provides a list of required
parameters. The script has a part to create neces-
sary objects, which includes a Framework object,
a Scheduler object and a number of MobileNode
objects. After creating objects, the script initializes
the objects and initiates the simulation. Finally,
the direction and speed selection rule ofa node in
accordance with the mobility model is to appear
in the script as a member method ofMobileNode
class. The name of the method is select-target.
Once the simulation is initiated, nodes produce
tracking log whenever they change the direction
and/or speed. The format of the tracking log is
compatible with the designated simulator. At the
moment, the framework generates ns-2 compatible
tracking log and we plan to extend this to several
more simulators including OPNET [4] and Glo-
MoSim [3].
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Fig. 2. Basic Structure of Mobility Framework
UNIFIED FRAMEWORK
We design the framework with three objec-
tives: 1) Generating mobility patterns for a model
should require as little work as possible. 2) The
framework should be able to generate mobility
patterns for most, if not all, well-known mobility
models. 3) It should be broad enough that a newly-
introduced model can be easily implemented on
the framework. With these objectives, we decided
to make the framework script-powered so that an
operator can easily implement new mobility model
on the framework by writing a few lines ofscripts.
We developed the framework using OTcl [6] and
TclCL [7]. OTcl is an Object-Oriented extension
ofTool Command Language (Tcl) [13] and TclCL
Fig. 2 depicts the simplified structure and work-
flow ofthe framework. On creation, a MobileNode
object reserves with the Scheduler the first mobile
parameter selection event at time t before the sim-
ulation begins. The events are sorted in time at the
event queue. After being initiated, the Scheduler
fetches the Head of Line (HOL) event from the
sorted event queue and dispatches the event to the
corresponding object, one ofMobileNode objects.
On event's arrival, the MobileNode calculates its
current location using the information of last up-
date time, direction, speed, and the coordinates
of the destination. It then calls member method
called select-target, which is provided as the input
to the framework as a part of the script. select-
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.target defines the rule to change direction and/or
speed of the node in accordance with the model.
After selecting the parameters (such as direction
or destination point, speed, and duration of the
movement), it adds 'the next parameter selection
event' to the scheduler. The scheduler stores the
event in the sorted event queue. When a node
chooses the next direction (or target location) and
the speed, it produces tracking log unless the node
is a virtual node. A virtual node works in a manner
identical to an ordinary node except that it does
not produce tracking log.
The important member variables and their
meanings for the MobileNode class are listed in
TABLE I. Note that other member variables can
be easily added to a class with OTcl when they
are needed. We do not need to declare members
of a class in advance with OTcl. Instead, creating
an instance of a variable in any method using set
or instvar in a method body makes the variable a
member ofthe class [6]. This feature allows us to
extend the MobileNode class easily as required.
TABLE I
VARIABLES OF MOBILENODE
The framework provides a range of library
methods. A few random variable generating func-
tions are available including uniform, exponential,
and normal random variables. Interfaces to access
the scheduler from the script are available. Thus,
events can be added or deleted through the script,
if necessary. Important Member methods of Mo-
bileNode class are explained in the following.
target-random-point: returns coordinates of
randomly selected point in the simulation
plain
target-random-vector: returns coordinates of
the point which is the result ofvector transi-
tion from current position. Random direction
and given distance decide the vector
time-to-dest: returns required time to the des-
tination point given the speed
speed-to-reach-dest: returns the speed re-
quired to reach the destination in a given time
approx-point: returns true when given two
numbers differ less than predefined value.
Used when a node reaches the border of the
simulation field
get-dist: calculates the distance from the cur-
rent location to a given point
reference-node: sets the reference node. Used
for group mobility models
guess-position: returns predicted location of
the node at a given time instance
update-position: calculates current location of
the node
random-pos: place the node at a randomly
selected location
set-position: place the node at a given point
setdest: set destination coordinates and speed
and schedule the next destination selection
IMPLEMENTATION OF MODELS
This section presents how to implement mobil-
ity models on the framework and shows examples
of mobility patterns that were produced by the
framework. As we explained in the previous sec-
tion, writing model-dependent MobileNode class'
method, select-target, is what we need to do in
most cases.
Random Waypoint Mobility Model
Initially deploy nodes randomly. On select-
target, choose a random point as the next des-
tination. Use a uniform random variable s in
[minnS, maxS] for speed and uniform random
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Name Usage
index Id of the node
X X coordinate at the most recent
position update
Y Y coordinate at the most recent
position update
destX Target X coordinate
destY Target Y coordinate
vX Velocity for X axis
vY Velocity for Y axis
speed Current speed
lastUpdate Time at which the position was updated
schedule Time reserved for the next target selection
predictX Expected coordinate at time t
Used with method guess-position
predictY Expected coordinate at time t
Used with method guess-positionvariable p in [mInjP, maxP] for pause time, where
minS, maxS, minP, and maxP are given as
parameters. Finally calculate next destination se-
lection time with tc,ur + ttd + p, where tc,ur is
the current time and ttd is the amount of time
required to reach the destination. Fig. 3 shows
the mobility pattern of a node produced by the
Random Waypoint Model.
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Fig. 3. Mobility pattern of Random Waypoint
Random Walk Mobility Model
Two modes are available for Random Walk
Mobility Model: 1) A node can move constant dis-
tance before it changes the speed and the direction.
2) A node can move for constant amount of time
before it chooses another destination. Nodes are
randomly placed initially. On select-target, choose
a random speed s from uniform distribution. If
the mode is constant time mode, the distance is
calculated with s x T, where T is given time inter-
val. In the constant distance mode, the distance is
given. The movement vector can be achieved by
choosing random direction (angle in radian) from
uniform distribution. Next destination selection
time is calculated as ttd. When a node moves
toward a point outside of the simulation area, the
node bounces off at the border and travels the
remaining distance. Produced mobility pattern for
constant distance mode is shown in Fig. 4.
Random Direction Mobility Model
Initially, nodes are placed randomly. When
calling the method select-target, a node chooses
random speed and direction using uniform dis-
tribution. If the node is at the border and cho-
sen direction is toward outside of the simulation
area, turn the direction 180°. The node trav-
els until it reaches another border. The way to
get the distance to the destination is as fol-
lows: Calculate distances to all four borders
with (minX-X)/cos(0), (maX-X)/cos(0),
(minY - Y)/siln(O), and (maxY - Y)l/sin(O),
where minX, maxX, minY, and maxY are
coordinates of borders, and X and Y are co-
ordinates of the current location, and 0 is the
chosen angle. Drop negative values in computing
distances. Indeed two ofthem should be no larger
than zero since those borders are at the opposite
direction from the chosen angle. Finally choose
the minimum values from the remaining ones.
Next target scheduling can be done in a similar
way as Random Walk Model. Fig. 5 shows the
produced mobility pattern.
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Fig. 5. Mobility Pattern for Random Direction
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Equation (1) gives the rule. Speed and destX
and destY is calculated as followings:
St = ut x Yt + 1j x V
destXt =Xt1 + v x T
destYt = Y1-I + vy x T
(2)
o0 500 1000 1500 2000
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400
600
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1000
1200
where Xt 1 and Yt I are coordinates of current
location and T is the time interval for the target
selection.
With Gauss-Markov Model, asymptotic means
v' and vY have significant impact on the direc-
tion. Thus, whenever a node reaches the border
we change those values with randomly selected
variables from normal distribution. Fig. 6 shows
the produced mobility pattern.
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Reference Point Group Mobility Model
A group in Reference Point Group Model
500 1000 1500 2000 (RPGM) has a virtual node to represent the log-
ical center of the group. The logical center is
/ 0 initially randomly deployed. Each group member
/ randomly chooses offset vector for its own refer-
/ t ence point and places itself at the reference point.
On select-target at time t, virtual nodes follow
target selection process for Random Walk Model
with constant interval. A group member uses the
predicted location of the logical center, i.e. the
virtual node for the group, at time t+1 and locates
its own reference point, RP(t+1), accordingly. A
small random motion vector, RM, with RP(t+1)
at the origin of RM decides the destination point
lobility Pattern for Gauss-Markov of the node. We need to make sure that logical
center makes target selection before any member
obility Model of the group. Fig. 8 shows the resulting mobility
implement City Section Mobility pattern when there are five members in a group.
Model easily, we add a class called Intersect. An
Intersect object represents an intersection of road
and street. Each Intersection object has a list of
intersections that have direct path to the intersec-
tion; In other words, each object in the list can
be reached from the object under consideration
without changing direction. Each node is initially
located at a randomly selected intersection. On
select-target the node chooses a destination from
the list of reachable intersections and chooses
random speed. Next destination selection time is
decided with the speed and the destination. Fig.
7 shows the produced mobility pattern of single
node where there are 16 intersections which are
located at (400i, 400j) and i and j go 1 through
4.
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Fig. 8. Mobility Pattern for RPGM
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In this paper, we have introduced a unified
framework for mobility models for mobile ad hoc
networks. In order to make the framework flexible
and applicable to possible future models that may
be developed, we develop the framework over
MIT OTcl and TclCL. The framework is script-
powered. A MobileNode object changes destina-
tion and speed at random or deterministic intervals
until the simulation terminates. Whenever a node
changes direction and/or speed, the node produces
a tracking log whose format is compatible with
the designated simulator. Model-dependent desti-
nation and speed selection rule is to be defined
in a member method of MobileNode class called
select-target. We have demonstrated that several
mobility models can be easily implemented us-
ing the framework and the framework produces
model conforming mobility patterns. Since the
framework provides skeleton of mobility pattern
producing process and a range of library meth-
ods, implementing new mobility models using the
framework will require considerably less amount
of time and effort than writing codes for the
models from scratch.
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